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I. INTRODUCTION 
A linearly topologized module A over the ring R with unit is a topological 
module A[a] where d is the topology on A having a neighborhood basis of 
0 consisting of submodules. The ring R has the discrete topology. In this 
paper all topologies on modules will be linear and these topologies will be 
described by a neighborhood basis of 0 consisting of submodules. Such a 
basis is a local basis of A. In Section II we deal with the completion functor 
L = L”’ and its derived functors L”‘. A theorem in Jensen [S] and a 
theorem of Mitchell [lo] are used to prove: (1) If A has a local basis of 
cardinality K,, , then L’“A = 0 for i > n + 1, and (2) there is an A with a 
local basis of cardinality EC,, such that L’“‘A # 0. However, there exists a 
module A such that every local basis has cardinality >H, yet L”‘A = 0 for 
all i > 1. In Section III we introduce some particular linear topologies on 
vectorspaces called functorial topologies. They are first defined as a process 
which puts a linear topology on every kmvectorspace in such a way that 
every linear transformation is continuous. These topologies fall into three 
distinct classes: either (1) every vectorspace is discrete, or (2) every 
vectorspace is indiscrete, or (3) there exists an infinite cardinal K such that 
in a vectorspace V a subspace is open if and only if it has codimension <K. 
In Section IV we determine the completions of vectorspaces with functorial 
topologies. For the topology of finite codimension the completions are 
linearly compact spaces, and these are well understood. In all other cases the 
spaces turn out to be complete provided they have non-measurable 
dimension. It follows that for any functorial topology an exact sequence of 
vectorspaces O-+ V, -+ V,+ V3+ 0 implies an exact sequence of completions 
0 + L V, + L I’, + L I’, -+ 0 provided the dimensions are non-measurable. In 
Section V we consider some examples of vectorspaces which possess linearly 
ordered local bases. Such spaces appear prominently in abelian group 
theory: if an abelian group A is topologized by taking { p”A: a < ,I} as a 
local basis where 1 is a limit ordinal, then the socle A [ p] = {a E A: pa = 0) 
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is a linearly topologized L/(p)-vectorspace. We show that there are spaces of 
this type which are not complete. Indeed, for each cardinal K there is an 
abelian p-group A so that LA [ p]/A [p] has dimension EC. More information 
on such socles, their completions and derived completions, would be useful 
in abelian group theory. 
We largely use the notation of Koethe [6]. Usually a linear topology on a 
module A is introduced via a local basis P%; we will write A[%] for this 
topological module. Thus A[K] = A[%!] means that E- is the topology 
defined by the local basis P, or else that W is a local basis for the topology 
F on A. Throughout a ring R with identity is fixed but since our results are 
independent of R, we will not mention R explicitly. In the later sections R 
becomes a field k whose mention is likewise usually suppressed. We will use 
the following two properties of topological modules: (1) if a submodule is 
open, every larger submodule is open, and (2) if A [a ] = A (W] and B is a 
submodule of A, then the topological closure B of B is 
B=(-)(B+U:UEP}. 
II. EXACT SEQUENCES OF COMPLETIONS 
It is standard to use the representation of a completion as an inverse limit: 
if P is any local basis of the module A, then the completion LA of A can be 
taken to be LA = @{A/U: U E SY} where, for U c V, the maps 
f,,: A/U+ A/V are the natural epimorphisms; the topology of LA is the one 
induced by the product topology on n {A/U: U E ZY} with each A/U discrete 
(Fuchs [3; Chap. II, 131). If 
O-FA=--+BAC-0 P-1) 
is an exact sequence of topological modules such that A and C carry the 
topologies induced by the topology of B, and if %/ is a local basis of B, then 
we have an induced exact sequence of inverse systems 
0 -+ (A/A n U} + {B/U) --t {C/P) + 0 P-2) 
where the U range over Z! and the maps are the natural ones. We may apply 
the theory of the inverse limit functor L = L(O) and its derived functors L”’ 
(see for example Jensen [5]) and obtain a long exact sequence of modules 
jL(‘)CjL”+“AjL”+‘)BjL”+l’Cj . . . (2.3) 
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(The groups L”‘G are independent of the choice of the local basis Z! of G.) 
If L”‘A = 0, then we get the short exact sequence of completions 
O+LA+LB-,LC+O (2.4) 
which is also exact as a sequence of topological modules, i.e., the map 
LA + LB is continuous and open as a map onto its image, and the map 
LB + LC is open and continuous. However, L’“A may be non-zero, and the 
question arises whether there is a last non-zero group L”‘A. 
The so-called cohomological dimension of a directed set is known (Jensen 
]5 ], Ossofsky ] 131, Mitchell [ 10, 11)). Let I be a directed set and consider 
inverse systems of modules (Ai; fij} over 1. The cohomological dimension 
cd I of I is the largest natural number n with &‘“‘A, # 0 or else 00. We will 
use two of these results; the first is Corollaire 3.2, p. 27, in Jensen [5]. 
2.5. THEOREM. If the directed set I contains a cofinal subset of 
cardinality <EC,,  then cd I < n + 1. 
The second result, which is due to Mitchell [lo], completely determines 
the cohomological dimension of a directed set. Set K-, = 1 and let co denote 
any infinite ordinal. 
2.6. THEOREM. Let EC, be the smallest cardinal number of a cofinal 
subset for the directed set I(-1 < n < a~). Then cd I = n + 1. 
However, these results do not answer our questions for several reasons. 
One reason is that for each inverse system {A/U; f,,,,: U E P’) associated 
with a topological module A the maps f,., are all surjective. We will call an 
inverse system {Ai; fij} an inverse system with surjective maps if fi, is 
surjective for all i, j. It is easy to see that any inverse system with surjective 
maps comes from a topological module: If (Ai; fij} is such a system, let 
A = !im A, and let U(i) be the kernel of the projection A + Ai. Then 
(A/U(i)} E (Ai}. 
The result for topological modules analogous to Theorem 2.5 is 
2.7. THEOREM. If the module A has a local basis of cardinality 
<s,,(O < n < CD), then L”‘A = 0 for i > n + 1. 
Proof: Theorem 2.5 is proved by induction in [5 1. We only need to 
observe that for inverse systems with surjective maps the induction starts 
with a stronger statement. In fact, if A has a countable local basis P/, then 
{A/U; frfV} is “flasque” [5, 2.1, p. 121 and hence L’“A = 0 15, 1.8, p. 91. I 
We can use Theorem 2.6, which states-among other things-that there is 
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an inverse system {A, ; &} over a directed set Z of cardinality K, such that 
@ 01~ “A i f 0, to prove: 
2.8. THEOREM. There exists a topological module A with local basis p 
of cardinality K,,(O < n < a~) such that L’“‘A # 0. 
The key is to imbed the inverse system whose existence is ascertained in 
Mitchell’s theorem in an inverse system with surjective maps. The following 
lemma shows that this can be done. 
2.9. LEMMA. Let {Ai; hj: i, j E I} be an inverse system of modules. 
Then {Ai} can be imbedded in an inverse system {zi ; fii : i, j E I) of modules 
with surjective maps. 
We will first prove Theorem 2.8 on the basis of Lemma 2.9. Consider the 
exact sequence of inverse systems 
O-+ (A,}+ {xi}-+ #/Ai}-0 (2.10) 
over Z with (II =E(,, Jim PI+ “Ai # 0, and {Ai} constructed according to 
Lemma 2.9. The exactness of &I”“{~~/A~} -+ &I”’ “){Ai} ~ lim’“’ “{Ai} 
and the fact that @(“+‘){Ai} # 0 while lim’“+‘)(xi} = 0 implies that 
&I’“‘{~~/A~} # 0. The corresponding topological module satisfies the 
conditions of Theorem 2.8. i 
Proof of Lemma 2.9. For j E Z let xj = Aj @ Fj where Fj is the free 
module on UrCjA,. For each r < j and each x E A, write I for the generator 
of Fj corresponding to x. For j > i define & : xj -+ xi as follows. 
(1) IfxEAj, let ,&X=hjXa 
(2) If r < i and x E A,, let xj”f = X. 
(3) Ifi<r< jandxEA,,letfiiX=&x. 
(4) If r < j but r and i are incomparable, and x E A,., let ~j~ = 0. 
It is clear that & is a well-defined homomorphism, and that pi is the 
identity. We next show that fij Ls surjective for j > i. Indeed, if r < i, and 
x E A,, then JYE = 2, hence &Aj) 3 Fi. If x E Ai, then by case (3) .$g = 
&x =x, so fij(Aj) 2 A,. So x7 is surjective. It is immediate that for j > i the 
diagram 
is commutative where the horizontal maps are the insertions. The proof is 
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complete if we check that {Ai; x7} is indeed an inverse system, i.e., that for 
k > j > i we have &, = fij o &. This is shown by considering six cases. 
(1) IfXEA,, then ~j~kX=~j~kX=J;i~kX=~kX=SikX. - - 
(2) If r < i and xEA,, then fii.f;.$=xjf=X=JkX 
- - 
(3) If i < r <j and x E A,., then fiifjk~ = fijX = fi,X = fikZ. 
(4) If j<r<k and xEA,, 
JikZ. 
then x.jiifjkZ = xj,fi,x = fiifirx = fi,x = 
- - 
(5) If r < k but r and j incomparable, and x E A,., then fijhkX= 
fi,O = 0 = fikZ since r and i cannot be comparable. 
(6) If r < j but r and i are incomparable, and x E A,, then x7$jkX = 
fijx = 0 = Jk2. 
This covers all possibilities. 1 
In contrast to Theorem 2.8 there exist topological modules A for which 
every local basis has cardinality larger or equal to a given cardinal K but 
,!,“‘A = 0 for all i > 1. For example, let A be a vectorspace of dimension K 
and topologize A by taking as open subspaces all those of finite 
codimension. It is easy to see that any local basis for A must contain at least 
K subspaces. On the other hand it can be shown as in Mader [ 7, proofs of 
2.9 and 2. lo], that L”‘A = 0 for all i > 1. The next two sections contain 
further discussion of the topology of finite codimension. 
III. FUNCTORIAL TOPOLOGIES 
The concept of a functorial topology was introduced by Charles [2] for 
the category of abelian groups. We state the definition for k-vectorspaces 
restricting attention to linear topologies. 
3.1. DEFINITION. A jiinctorial topology for k-vectorspaces i a functor T 
defined on the category of k-vectorspaces with values in the category of k- 
vectorspaces with linear topology satisfying the following conditions. 
(1) For every k-vectorspace V, TV = V[ TV], i.e., T equips each I/ with 
a linear topology denoted by T,. 
(2) For every k-linear transformation f, Tf = f, i.e., every linear 
transformation is continuous for the topologies assigned by T. 
There are two extreme cases of functorial topologies: The functor T, such 
that T, V is indiscrete for every V and the functor T, such that T,, V is 
discrete for every V. Further examples of functorial topologies are the 
following. 
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(3.2) Let K be an infinite cardinal. For a given vectorspace V, let 
;‘/H be the family of subspaces of V with codimension <EC. Define TN by 
letting TN V= V[xf,] and THf = ffor a linear transformationJ Then TN is a 
functorial topology. 
Prooj For a linear transformation f : I’-+ W and an open subspace I/ of 
W, V/f-‘(U) is imbedded in W/U. I 
We will see shortly that the functorial topologies TN, K = 1, No, EC, ..., 00 
are exactly the different functorial topologies on vectorspaces. Before 
verifying this we make some elementary observations. A subspace of a 
topological vectorspace TV carries two possibly different opologies, namely, 
the topology induced by the topology of V and the functorial topology; the 
same is true for quotient spaces. 
(3.3) The topologies induced by the functorial topology on 
subspaces and quotient spaces are the functorial topologies. 
ProoJ (a) Let W be a subspace of V. Let f: W + V be the insertion, and 
g: V-1 W be such that gf = 1. The claim follows from the fact that both f 
and g are continuous for the functorial topologies. 
(b) Let f: V+ W be an epimorphism with kernel K. We need to show 
that f is open for the functorial topologies. Choose g: W-+ V such that 
fg = 1. Then, if U is an open subspace of V,jU= g-‘(U+ K), showing that 
fU is open. I 
(3.4) If Tf T, , then TV is a Hausdorff space for every vectorspace 
V, in fact every subspace of TV is closed. 
Proof: As T# T, , there exists a space TW which contains a proper open 
subspace hence an open subspace U of codimension 1. Now W/U is discrete 
in the quotient topology, hence by (3.3) in the functorial topology. Since any 
map V+ W/U is continuous, every subspace of I’ of codimension 1 is open. 
But any subspace of V is the intersection of subspaces of codimension 1 
hence closed. In particular, (0) is closed and thus TV is a Hausdorff 
space. I 
The class V(T) = (V: TV is discrete}, i.e., the class of discrete spaces, 
satisfies the following closure properties: 
(3.5) (a) A subspace of a discrete space is itself discrete in the 
functorial topology. 
(b) The direct sum T( V, @ V,) is discrete whenever TV, and TV, are 
discrete. 
ProoJ The first claim follows at once from (3.3). For the second let 
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n,: V, @ V, -+ Vi be the projections. Since { 0) is open in TV,, ;rr; ’ (0) n 
~;‘{o) = {(O,O)} isopeninv,@V,. I 
We are now in a position to prove the classification theorem for functorial 
topologies on vectorspaces. 
3.6. THEOREM. The functors T,, TN,, TK ,,..., T, are the functorial 
topologies on the category of k-vectorspaces. 
Proof. (a) We have already seen in (3.2) that the functors listed are 
functorial topologies and they are obviously distinct. 
(b) Let T be a functorial topology distinct from T,. Then there exist 
non-discrete spaces. Let K be minimal among the dimensions of non-discrete 
spaces. By choice of EC and by (3.3) it follows easily that a space TW is 
discrete if and only if dim W < K. It follows from (3.5)(b) that K cannot be 
a finite cardinal other than 1. Using the continuity of linear transformations 
into discrete spaces, it follows that T, is finer than (T& for every space W. 
Suppose conversely that U is an open subspace of TW. Then T(W/U) is 
discrete, hence dim W/U < K. It follows that T,(W/U) is discrete, and U 
open in TN W. So (TJw is also finer than T, showing that T= TN. 1 
Functorial topologies on abelian groups were partially classified by Boyer 
and Mader [ 11. 
IV. COMPLETIONS 
Koethe [6, p. 1151 gives the following description of the completion of a 
linearly topologized vectorspace which is due to Grothendieck [4]. Let 
V[P] = V[f.C] b e a linearly topologized vectorspace. Following Koethe [6], 
we let V’ denote the topological dual of V, and let V’ * denote the algebraic 
dual of V’. We have V naturally imbedded in V’ *, and (V’, V’ *) is a dual 
pair. Orthogonals are formed with respect o this duality. Let P be the set of 
all linear functionals on V’ whose restriction to all spaces U’, U E %‘, are 
weakly continuous. Let %!,I’ = {U”: U E P}. Then P1’ is a filter base and 
may be used to topologize P: p[P?] = C’[Pl’n P]. It is shown in [6] that 
v[8] is the completion of v[a]. This representation of the completion 
enables us to determine the completion of any vectorspace with functorial 
topology. Let us dispose of the trivial cases first: T, V and T, V are always 
complete. Next we observe that for any T # T, the one-dimensional 
vectorspace Tk is discrete, hence V’ = V*, the algebraic dual of V, and 
V’ * = V* *. The most interesting case, as it turns out, is T, which is essen- 
tially known [6, Sect. 10, 9 and lo]. In this case every open subspace U of V 
has finite co-dimension hence U’ is finite dimensional, hence weakly discrete. 
48 I /74/2-3 
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This implies that every linear functional on V’ = V* is weakly continuous on 
every U’- hence P= V**. 
4.1. THEOREM. The completion of TN, V is V* * with the weak topology 
E?,;,(V*) and is linearly compact. 
Proof. The completion P is the inverse limit of the finite-dimensional 
discrete spaces V/U, U E %‘, and a closed subspace of the topological 
product space n{ V/U: U E %}. The spaces V/U are linearly compact. By 
[6, Sect. 10, 9(7)], nV/U is linearly compact and by [6, Sect. 10, 9(l)], P is 
linearly compact. The rest follows from [6, Sect. 10, 10(3)]. 1 
It follows from (3.4) that the topology E?,,(V*) on c’ is not the functorial 
topology on p unless V is finite dimensional and complete the begin with. 
This phenomenon is expressed by saying that the functorial topology TN, is 
not completable (Mines and Oxford [9, p. 191 I). 
An interesting result can be proved analogous to the corresponding fact 
for the Priifer topology on abelian groups (Mader 171). 
4.2. THEOREM. For any vectorspace V, L”‘T & V= 0 * If 
0 + V, -+ V, -+ V, -+ 0 is exact in the category of topological vectorspaces, 
then O~LT,oV,~LT,(IV,~LT,oV, -+ 0 is exact in the category of 
topological vectorspaces. 
For the remaining functorial topologies short exact sequences of spaces 
imply exact sequences of completions. But the result is uninteresting since, 
perhaps surprisingly, it turns out that the spaces are themselves complete. 
4.3. THEOREM. If # > &,, then TN V is complete for every vectorspace V
with non-measurable dimension. 
Proof: Let X be a basis of V. Then V’ = I/* = JJ{kx*: x E X) where 
x* E V* is the map xx* = 1 and yx *=0 for yEX and yfx. The weak 
topology on V* is the product topology with discrete factors kx*. If 
dim V < EC, then V is discrete and hence complete. Therefore we assume that 
IX] = dim V > K. We will show that any linear functional f on V’ which is 
weakly continuous on every U’ for U a subspace of countable codimension 
in V is actually weakly continuous on all of V’. It then follows from Koethe 
[6, Sect. 10, 4(3), p. 871 that f E V. So f E c’ implies f E V, i.e., V is com- 
plete. 
Let f E P be given, and let Y be any countable subset of X. Let U be the 
subspace of V generated by X - Y. Then U has countable codimension in V 
and U’ = n(kx*: x E Y}. Since f is weakly continuous on U’, there is a 
co&rite subset Y, of Y such that f = 0 on lJ{kx*: x E YO}. Hence 
f(Cir,x*: x E Y)) = C(r,fx*: x E Y - Y,,} where the right-hand side is a 
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finite sum. From this it also follows that (x: fx* # 0) is finite. By adding a 
weakly continuous functional tof, if necessary, we may assume that&* = 0 
for all x E X. 
The rest of the proof follows closely the proof of Theorem 94.4 in Fuchs 
[3, Vol. II, p. 1611. Suppose f is not weakly continuous on V’. We will show 
that /XI is measurable. There exists a E V’ such that f(a) # 0. Without loss 
of generality all components of a are non-zero. We introduce a k-valued 
measure n on the power set of X as follows. For Y a subset of X let 
n(Y) = f(a,) where a, E V’ has the same x-coordinates as a for x E Y and 
all its other coordinates are 0. For disjoint sets Y and 2 it follows that 
n(YUZ)=f(a rUZ) = f(a, + a,) = fu, + jiuz = n(Y) + n(Z) so n is’finitely 
additive. In order to show that n is countably additive let Y, , Y,, Y,,... be a 
sequence of pairwise disjoint subsets of X and let Y = U Yi. Let a, be the 
projection of a into n{kx*: x E Yi}. Then a, is a linear functional on Vi = 
C(kx*: x E Yi}. For each i choose xi E Vi such that xiai= 1. Then Vi= 
Ker a,@ kx,. Let Xi be a basis of Ker a,. Then P= Ui(Xiu (xi}) is a new 
basis of V with respect to which x7 = ai. Applying our previous results to 
this basis we obtain that {x E x#: fx* # 0) is finite and that n(Y) = 
f(Cix,?) = Ci fx* = Et n( Yi). Th’ is s h ows that n is countably addititive. A 
(0, 1 }-valued measure m on X can be constructed exactly as it is done in 
Fuchs [3, Vol. II, p. 1611 and we arrive at the contradiction that 1x1 is 
measurable. I 
Results of Martin Huber (unpublished) obtained by different mehods 
imply that TN, V is complete for V of non-measurable dimension. His results 
yield further that a vectorspace of measurable dimension (if such exist) is not 
complete in the TN,-topology. 
V. REMARKS AND EXAMPLES 
Vectorspaces which have a linearly ordered local basis are in a sense at 
the opposite end of the spectrum from spaces with functorial topology. One 
should think that spaces with linearly ordered local basis are easy to handle 
but it appears rather difficult to compute their completions. We start with an 
easy observation. 
(5.1) If A is a topological module with a linearly ordered local 
basis P/, then its completion a has the linearly ordered local basis 
S? = (0: U E W } where 0 is the topological closure of U in a. Furthermore, 
A/k A/U. 
Proof. a = lim A/U, 0 is the kernel of the projection a + A/U hence 
open in A, and it is easily checked that @ is a local basis. 1 
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We will now utilize a method of Megibben [8] in order to establish the 
following existence theorem. 
(5.2) For any cardinal K and any limit ordinal 1 not cofinal with o 
there exists a vectorspace V over the prime field Z/(p) with a local basis 
inversely order-isomorphic with A such that v/V has dimension EC. 
Proof By taking a suitable direct sum of groups HA+ I (see Fuchs (3, 
Sects. 81 and 821) we obtain a totally projective p-group A of length I + 1 
such that p&A is a p-elementary group of dimension K over Z/(p). By 
Nunke [ 12, Proposition 2.1 I], there is an extension 0 + C --) E + 
A + 0 E X(p’)(A, C) in which E is a direct sum of p-groups H, with y ( 1 
and E has length A. By Megibben [8, Proposition 41, E is complete with 
respect o the so-called I-topology, i.e., the topology given by the local basis 
{ p”E: CI < I}. Since the extension belongs to X(p”)(A, C), by [12, p. 1991, 
C f7 p”E = p”C for all a < A, so the topology induced on C by the 3,. 
topology of E is the I-topology on C and C is pure in E. The local basis 
{p”C: (Y < A} is inversely order-isomorphic with A. Furthermore, p”A = 
(C + p*E)/C for all a < il and this implies that the topological closure C of 
C in E which is C = 0 (C + p”E: a < A} satisfies C/C = paA. But since E is 
complete, c is the completion of C. Since C is pure in C and C/C is a direct 
sum of cyclic groups, it follows that C = C @ K with K z p’A, and further 
that the socle c[pl = C[p] OK. Since c[p] is closed in I?, it is complete in 
the induced topology. Finally, with V= C[p], the exact sequence 
o+v-+c--P pC + 0 with induced topologies on V and pC implies the exact 
sequence of completions 0 --f 9 -+ C -+p (PC)- and hence P = C[ p] = c[ p] 
and ~/V~KZ p’A. fl 
Combining (5.1) and (5.2) we see that at least for k = L/(p) no invariant 
derived from the codimension of the submodules in a local basis could 
distinguish between complete and incomplete spaces. 
(5.3) There exists an exact sequence of topological H/(p)- 
vectorspaces 0+ V, + V, + V, -+ 0, each Vi having a linearly ordered local 
basis such that LV, -+ LV, is not surjective. In particular, L’“V, # 0. 
Proof: By the proof of (5.2) there exists a p-group A, of limit length A 
such that for the A-topology LA,/A, is an elementary p-group of dimension 
EC. By Fuchs [ 3,8 1.81, there is a totally projective p-group A, of length A and 
a balanced exact sequence 0 + A, -+ A, --) A 3 --) 0. This is an exact sequence 
of topological groups if each group is given the A-topology. Let Vi = Ai[p] 
with topologies induced by the topologies of Ai. Then 0 + V, -+ V, --f V, -+ 0 
is an exact sequence of topological vectorspaces. By Megibben [ 7, 
Proposition 41, A, is complete and hence so is V2. We get an exact sequence 
of completions 
O+LV,-+ Vz-$LV,+L”‘V,. 
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Here V, maps onto V, # LV, hence V, -+ LV, is not surjective, and 
L”‘V # 0 I 1 + 
A totally different example proving (5.3) is given in Koethe 
16, Sect. 13,6]. 
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